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Thank you for being a part of the Madelinetosh family! This guidebook 
is your road map to carrying Madelinetosh yarn. We've included our 
brand guidelines, our order policies, and information on important 
processes like Placeholder Orders. We hope you will find this guide 
informative, inspirational, and useful.
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Madelinetosh, affectionately known as MadTosh, started as an Etsy 

shop in 2006 in Fort Worth, Texas. Over the years, it’s become one 

of the most dynamic and leading hand-dyed yarn companies in the 

world, known for pioneering dye technique and original uses of color. 

In the fall of 2019, MadTosh joined the Jimmy Beans Wool family led by 

visionaries Laura and Doug Zander, longtime superfans of the brand. 

They will continue to preserve the MadTosh legacy of soft, irresistible, 

and decadent yarn.

At Madelinetosh, we value and embrace diversity and equal 

opportunity in a big way. We are committed to building a team that 

represents a variety of backgrounds, perspectives, and skills.
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OUR MISSION
We have been brought together by our mutual love of decadent

yarns, sinful color, and a diversity in our backgrounds, experiences,

and expertise in order to influence and strengthen the community for

good.

We strive to:

SPREAD the joy of making
STRENGTHEN our yarn community

SHARE our passion for yarn and color

DIVERSITY
▲  We celebrate diversity of every race, religion, age, ability, sexual  

     identity, gender identity, skin color and body type throughout our  

     marketing, advertising and social media campaigns.

▲  We will continue to support yarn and design mentorship.

▲  We promise to seek out and work with designers and makers  

     from all backgrounds.

▲  We will donate funds and participate in community fundraisers that  

     bring awareness and support to Black, Indigenous, People of Color,  

     and LBGTQ+ communities.

▲  We will partner with brands that support diversity and inclusivity.
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▲  Inclusivity

▲  Originality

▲  Passion

▲  Friendliness

▲  Commitment

VALUES
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We love our LYS community. All our retailers must have face-to-face 

sales. While Madelinetosh can also be sold online on a store’s website, it 

cannot be sold on a third-party website like Etsy, Ebay or Amazon.

ORDER GUIDELINES
▲  Opening minimum order is $1500.

▲  Annual minimum is $1,500 calculated on a rolling yearly basis. 

▲  There is no minimum reorder amount, as long as you meet the  

     annual minimum of $1,500.

▲  Yarn is dyed in small batches. There is a minimum of 4 skeins per  

     colorway, and you may order in quantities of 2 above this. Unicorn 

     Tails are sold in bundles of 8 for Core 150 colors and groups of 16  

     for colors outside the Core 150.

▲  Orders are placed through our sales reps and by emailing  

     wholesale@madelinetosh.com 

▲ Orders are billed when shipped. We accept payment via credit  

     card, PayPal and wire transfer.

▲ US freight is free on orders over $1,000.

PRICING GUIDELINE
Madelinetosh yarn must be listed at the MSRP or higher. Yarn sold on 

Madelinetosh.com is listed at least $1 over MSRP. 

SALES EXCLUSION
Madelinetosh yarn is excluded from sales and discounts unless given 

written permission.

SETTING UP PLACEHOLDERS
Placeholders reserve time for you in our production calendar to 

guarantee you’re getting yarn at the time you would like it—monthly, 

quarterly, etc. Setting up placeholders helps us plan inventory and 

schedule the time it will take for our dyers to dye your orders. It is 

much like an event at a stadium where there are a set number of seats 

available. There is a set quantity of yarn that can be dyed in a day by our 

dyers. By setting up your placeholder, you are reserving the number of 

skeins you need dyed in our schedule.
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SETTING UP PLACEHOLDERS 

• It is most important to know the quantity of yarn you’d like to 
order as that determines the amount of time needed. Please 
thoughtfully consider how much you realistically need so we allot 
enough time on our schedule for your order. 

• While colors and bases can be finalized closer to the dye 
schedule date, letting us know an estimate of the yarn bases you’ll 
need on each placeholder will ensure that we have raw yarn in 
stock for your order. 

• It’s not necessary to have a placeholder to order yarn for your 
shop, but without a placeholder, any orders that come in will be 
subject to our current lead time which can be several weeks.  

• If you need yarn for an event at your store, please be sure to let 
us know the event date. We’ll need to schedule your placeholder 
at least one month prior to your event date to be sure you receive 
your yarn in time. 

• If you realize you need to make adjustments to your placeholder, 
please reach out to us. It is easier to switch bases or colors than 
to add additional skeins to your order. If you’d like more yarn, we 
are happy to add more to a future placeholder as time allows on 
our production schedule.  

• Please let us know as early as possible if you need to make 
changes to your placeholder order. Once the order has been 
approved, it is headed to our dye kitchen and changes cannot be 
made. 

• We’re here to help! You can always talk to us about setting up or 
adjusting placeholders by contacting wholesale@madelinetosh.
com.
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PLACEHOLDER TIMELINE

STEP 10
Yay! Your order arrives! Want to let your 
customers on IG or FB know when you 
receive your yarn? Tag us at @madelinetosh. 

STEP 9
(1 day)

After we receive payment, your order will be 
shipped, and you’ll receive an email with your 
tracking number.

STEP 8
(1 day)

The payment method on file will be billed, 
and you’ll receive an email confirming 
payment. This is your receipt.

STEP 6
(1-3 days after receiving confirmation)

Check your order quantities, colors, bases, 
payment method, and shipping address, and 
then email us your order approval. 

Production begins on your order about a 
week before your scheduled dye date. We 
will not begin production on your order until 
we receive your approval. 

STEP 4
(2 weeks prior to scheduled week)

Let us know your color choices and any 
changes to your bases so we can start 
prepping your order.

STEP 3 
(2 weeks prior to scheduled week)

Before your scheduled date on our dye 
calendar, you’ll receive an Order Approval 
email.

STEP 2  
(1-3 business days)

Receive confirmation of your placeholder and 
a projected dye schedule date. 

STEP 7
(10-16 business days)

It’s go time! Your order heads into our dye 
kitchen. Depending on the size of your order, 
it usually takes 10-16 business days to dye, 
dry and pack your order.

STEP 1 
(Placeholders open August of prior year)

Set up a placeholder by speaking to 
your sales rep or emailing  

wholesale@madelinetosh.com.

STEP 5
(1-3 days after receiving order)

We will send you an email confirmation 
showing your colors and yarn bases.

For orders made without a placeholder, skip step 1.  
Step 2 will be confirming an order date based on current lead times. Then it follows the same process.
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support for local yarn shops, indie dyers, designers, other yarn 

companies and more. We believe by working together we can 

strengthen the community. We have several programs to give back to 

the fiber community. 

MT COMMUNITY LOVE FUND
The MT Community Love Fund raises donations through creative 

collaborations and partnerships with designers in our community. In 

2021, we distributed the money raised to makers, local yarn stores, 

designers, students, indie businesses and friends of GG who were 

impacted by the pandemic. We were able to donate funds to three 

amazing non-profits; Knit the Rainbow, Funky Town Fridge and Women 

for Women. In September 2021, MT Community Love Fund used funds 

to build and donate the first “Free Yarn Library” to Jimmy Beans Wool. 

MT STUDIO
MT Studio is our yarn support program that we created as a way to 

connect with all people in the fiber community. We find independent 

knit and crochet designers who love color and feature them on our 

site, social media, and newsletter. These designs are typically small to 

medium sized projects that require 1-3 skeins of yarn. We encourage 

stores to go to our website for more details on our Community Outreach 

programs.

YARN CRAWL CONTRIBUTIONS
We’re happy to donate to your yarn crawl. If you have an event or yarn 

crawl and would like a donation, please email us at  

wholesale@madelinetosh.com with your event details and any 

questions you might have. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Be sure you tag us on social media so we can share your store. We 

secretly do a little shimmy and shake any time a shop tags us, so 

please continue to do so when you get a new shipment or make up a 

project in our yarn. 

▲  We support all new launches and campaigns through our active  

     social media channels and weekly newsletters.

▲  We provide logos, photos and marketing materials to support new  

     launches and campaigns. 

▲  We love to promote LYS’s on our social media accounts. We just  

     ask that you tag us so we can share! You can find us  

     @madelinetosh on all our social media accounts. 

COMMUNICATIONS & NEWSLETTER
We send out newsletters on a regular basis to keep our LYS 

community updated on Madelinetosh news, offerings and promotions. 

▲  The best way to stay up-to-date on Madelinetosh offerings is to  

     subscribe to our wholesale newsletter to receive information on  

     yarn, collections, pre-orders, placeholders, promotions,  

     collaborations and more.

▲  Communications will include advance notice of new yarns and  

     colors, changes to yarn bases and updates on lead time and  

     pricing. To subscribe to the wholesale newsletter email us at  

     wholesale@madelinetosh.com. 

▲  Our wholesale team is always available for questions at 

     wholesale@madelinetosh.com. We love to hear from you!
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that is ready to ship to you within a few business days. It also houses 

Madelinetosh wholesale resources and need-to-know info. It can be 

found at wholesale.madelinetosh.com.

Once you place an order on the wholesale website, our team will 

verify stock, bill the payment method on file and ship out your order.

To access the wholesale website you must have a wholesale 

account, login and password. To set up an account email us at 

wholesale@madelinetosh.com.

The Wholesale Resources page on our site will be your best friend, 

that’s where you can find all the crucial information you might need. 

MAD SUPPORT
We offer additional marketing tools in our wholesale newsletter 

whenever we launch something to help you sell more yarn. These 

tools include: 

▲  Trunk Shows, aka, Road Shows throughout the year that feature  

     our classic and new designs in a selection of colors and bases.

▲  Opportunity to apply quarterly for account credit towards making  

     samples for your store.

▲  Pattern support via our new collections, collaborations, designer  

     programs and more!  

▲  Our Sample Yarn Ring in all 150 Core colors in mini-skeins. Price  

     is $150 and is credited back once you have spent $5000 during  

     the calendar year

▲  Madelinetosh Patterns

▲  Special kits + Holiday Offerings

▲  Madelinetosh Brand Book
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Core 150 Collection

Madalogue Colors

Custom Colors

Truly Impossible Colors

Exclusive Offerings

NEW: We have A LOT of colors so it was pretty hard to narrow it 
down to just 150. Somehow, though, we did and these are the 
colors we’re most proud of! These hues are our tried and true 
signature shades we aptly named the Core 150. 

We know there are big fans out there of Madelinetosh colors 
that didn’t quite make it into our Core 150. But we have good 
news for you and your customers, you can always order from 
our Madalogue of all of our colors to keep stocking what your 
customers love. 

We offer the opportunity to create custom colors for your shop. 
Please email wholesale@madelinetosh.com for details and 
scheduling. 

Please note some colors from our back catalog are truly impossible 
to repeat, and are not available.

NEW: We’re literally always cooking up new colors, ideas, and kits. 
We’ll always keep you in the loop on our latest exclusive offerings, 
which could be our Hue(s) of the Moment, Kits, Ready To Ship 
inventory, Mill Ends, and more. 
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PRODUCT FIBER WEIGHT PLY GAUGE LENGTH MINIMUM
WHOLESALE 

(per skein)
 RETAIL 

(per skein)
BAG 

PRICE

A.S.A.P. 100% Superwash Merino Wool Super bulky Single-ply
KNIT- 8-10 STS = 4 in US 13-17      
CROCHET- 7-9 STS = 4 in US M13+

90 yds / 82 m 4 skeins $16.50 $33.00 $132.00

Farm Twist 100 % Superwash Merino Wool DK 2-ply
KNIT- 20-22 STS = 4 in US 6-7 or 4 mm  
CROCHET- 12-17 STS = 4 in US 7-I9

225 yds / 205 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

Impression 70% Mohair / 30% Silk Lace Single-ply
n/a

420 yds / 384 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

Pashmina
75/15/10 Superwash Merino / 

Silk / Cashmere
Sport 3-ply

KNIT -22-24 STS = 4 in US 3-5 or 3.25 - 3.75 mm  
CROCHET- 16-20 STS = 4 in US E4-7

360 yds / 329 m 4 skeins $19.50 $39.00 $156.00

Tosh DK 100 % Superwash Merino Wool DK 4-ply
KNIT- 20-22 STS = 4 in US 6-7 or 4 mm  
CROCHET- 12-17 STS = 4 in US 7-I9

225 yds / 205 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

Tosh Merino Light 100 % Superwash Merino Wool Fingering Single-ply
KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

420 yds / 384 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

TML + Copper
90% Superwash Merino Wool / 

8% Acrylic / 2% Stellina
Fingering Single-ply

KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

420 yds / 384 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

TML Triple Twist 100% Superwash Merino Wool Aran 3-ply
KNIT- 12-15 STS = 4 in US 9-11 or 5.5-8 mm
CROCHET - 8-11 STS = 4 in US K-10.5 to M-13

130 yds / 119 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

Tosh Sock 100 % Superwash Merino Wool Fingering 2-ply
KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

395 yds / 361 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

Tosh Vintage 100 % Superwash Merino Wool Worsted 4-ply 
KNIT- 18-20 STS = 4 in US 7-9 or 4.5 to 5.5 mm 
CROCHET- 12-17 STS = 4 in US 7-I9

200 yds / 182 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

Twist Light
75% Superwash Merino Wool / 

25% Nylon
Fingering 3-ply

KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.5-2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E5

420 yds / 384 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

Unicorn Tails*
(1 pc)

100% Superwash Merino Wool Fingering Single-ply
KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

52 yds per each n/a $4.00 $8.00 n/a

Unicorn Tails
Bundle (8 pc)

100% Superwash Merino Wool Fingering Single-ply
KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

52 yds per each 1 Bundle $32.00 $64.00 $32.00

Wool + Cotton
50% Superwash Merino Wool / 

50% Pima Cotton
DK Plied

KNIT- 20-22 STS = 4 in US 6-7 or 4 mm
CROCHET- 12-17 STS = 4 in US 7-I9

219 yds / 200 m 4 skeins $14.50 $29.00 $116.00

Prices are subject to change without notice              4000 Lubbock Avenue, Suite 110, Fort Worth, TX 76110 USA | P + 1.877.546.3066 | F +00 1.866.666.9576 | madelinetosh.com                                 updated 6/2022          v 6.2

*Please note, this is pricing information per-piece only. Unicorn Tails must be ordered in bundles of 8.

**Skeins on madelinetosh.com will be sold for $1 over LYS retail pricing.

2022 YARN PRICE LIST

Madelinetosh yarn must be listed at the MSRP at the minimum and is excluded 
from sales and discounts unless given written permission.
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PRODUCT FIBER WEIGHT PLY GAUGE LENGTH
BAG
QTY

WHOLESALE 
(per skein)

 RETAIL 
(per skein)

BAG
PRICE

A.S.A.P. 100% Superwash Merino Wool Super bulky Single-ply
KNIT- 8-10 STS = 4 in US 13-17      
CROCHET- 7-9 STS = 4 in US M13+

90 yds / 82 m 4 skeins $17.25 $34.50 $138.00

Farm Twist 100 % Superwash Merino Wool DK 2-ply
KNIT- 20-22 STS = 4 in US 6-7 or 4 mm  
CROCHET- 12-17 STS = 4 in US 7-I9

225 yds / 205 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

Impression 70% Mohair / 30% Silk Lace Single-ply
n/a

420 yds / 384 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

Pashmina
75/15/10 Superwash Merino / 

Silk / Cashmere
Sport 3-ply

KNIT -22-24 STS = 4 in US 3-5 or 3.25 - 3.75 mm  
CROCHET- 16-20 STS = 4 in US E4-7

360 yds / 329 m 4 skeins $20.25 $40.50 $162.00

Tosh DK 100 % Superwash Merino Wool DK 4-ply
KNIT- 20-22 STS = 4 in US 6-7 or 4 mm  
CROCHET- 12-17 STS = 4 in US 7-I9

225 yds / 205 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

Tosh Merino Light 100 % Superwash Merino Wool Fingering Single-ply
KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

420 yds / 384 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

TML + Copper
90% Superwash Merino Wool / 

8% Acrylic / 2% Stellina
Fingering Single-ply

KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

420 yds / 384 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

TML Triple Twist 100% Superwash Merino Wool Aran 3-ply
KNIT- 12-15 STS = 4 in US 9-11 or 5.5-8 mm
CROCHET - 8-11 STS = 4 in US K-10.5 to M-13

130 yds / 119 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

Tosh Sock 100 % Superwash Merino Wool Fingering 2-ply
KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

395 yds / 361 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

Tosh Vintage 100 % Superwash Merino Wool Worsted 4-ply 
KNIT- 18-20 STS = 4 in US 7-9 or 4.5 to 5.5 mm 
CROCHET- 12-17 STS = 4 in US 7-I9

200 yds / 182 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

Twist Light
75% Superwash Merino Wool / 

25% Nylon
Fingering 3-ply

KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.5-2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E5

420 yds / 384 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

Unicorn Tails* 
(1 pc)

100% Superwash Merino Wool Fingering Single-ply
KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

52 yds per each n/a $4.25 $8.50 n/a

Unicorn Tails
Bundle (8 pc)

100% Superwash Merino Wool Fingering Single-ply
KNIT- 26-30 STS = 4 in US 1-2 or 2.25 2.75 mm 
CROCHET- 21-32 STS = 4 in US B1-E4

52 yds per each 1 Bundle $35.00 $70.00 $35.00

Wool + Cotton
50% Superwash Merino Wool / 

50% Pima Cotton
DK Plied

KNIT- 20-22 STS = 4 in US 6-7 or 4 mm
CROCHET- 12-17 STS = 4 in US 7-I9

219 yds / 200 m 4 skeins $15.00 $30.00 $120.00

DESIGNER SERIES
PRICE LIST

Our Designer Series features colorways developed by 
and exclusively for our partners in design, including Gaye 
Glasspie and Vickie Howell. The following colorways can 
be ordered according to the pricing below.

• GG Loves Orange
• GG Loves Speckles
• Snaps

• Spirit Fingers
• Peace Fingers
• Pinkie Swear

• Heart Hands
• Hush Finger
• Fingers Crossed

*Please note, this is pricing information per-piece only. Unicorn Tails must be ordered in bundles of 8.

**Skeins on madelinetosh.com will be sold for $1 over LYS retail pricing.
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2022 DISCONTINUED YARN PRICE LIST

Will Be Discontinued: Some Stock Remains
PRODUCT FIBER WEIGHT PLY LENGTH STOCK ESTIMATED THROUGH

BAG
QTY

WHOLESALE 
(per skein)

 RETAIL 
(per skein)

BAG
PRICE

Euro Sock 100% Superwash Merino Wool Fingering  4-ply 435 yds / 397 m August 2022 4 skeins $16.50 $27.50 $132.00

Home 100% Superwash Merino Wool Bulky 2-ply 110 yds / 100 m July 2022 4 skeins $14.00 $28.00 $112.00

TML + Glitter
90% Superwash Merino Wool / 

8% Acrylic / 2% Stellina
Fingering Single-ply 420 yds / 384 m July 2022 4 skeins $13.25 $26.50 $106.00

TML + Holo
90% Superwash Merino Wool / 

8% Acrylic / 2% Stellina
Fingering Single-ply 420 yds / 384 m July 2022 4 skeins $13.25 $26.50 $106.00

Tosh Sport 100 % Superwash Merino Wool Sport 3-ply 270 yds / 246 m June 2022 4 skeins $13.25 $26.50 $106.00

TML + Tweed
90% Superwash Merino Wool / 

8% Viscose / 2% Nylon
Fingering Single-ply 420 yds / 384 m November 2022 4 skeins $13.25 $26.50 $106.00

Pricing will remain at 2021 levels until sold out.
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Welcome to our community—we're glad you are around.  

Let us know if you have any questions, and happy ordering.

Get in touch with us at:

Madelinetosh

4000 Lubbock Ave, #110

Fort Worth, TX 76110

Phone: 817-668-0502

Email: wholesale@madelinetosh.com 

Thank you for being a Madelinetosh retailer. Stay up to date on all our 

wholesale news by subscribing to our email newsletter.

https://wholesale.madelinetosh.com/pages/newsletter
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RETAILER'S AGREEMENT

I                                                                       (store representative) agree I have read the Madelinetosh 

Retailer's Guide and Terms and Conditions. I agree to all of the Madelinetosh policies and guidelines 

outlined in the Retailer's Guide. 

                                                                                                    

  (signature)       (date)

Store name:

                                                                      

Billing address:

                                                                      

                                                                      

                                                                      

                                                                      

Phone:                                                          

Store phone:                                                

Contact email address:

                                                                      

Website:

                                                                      

Federal Tax ID (USA) // VAT# (EU) // TFN (AU):

Owner's name:

                                                                      

Delivery / Store address:

                                                                      

                                                                      

                                                                      

                                                                      

Fax:                                                          

Store email address:

                                                                      

Do you also have an online shop? 

Circle one:

 yes  no

The information you provide here is strictly confidential and will not be released to third parties.
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